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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This inspection was conducted from February 13 through February 15, 1996 at
Baltimore Gas and Electric Company's (BG&E) Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power
Plant. This was a routine announced inspection to assess the qualification of-
fire barrier penetration seals.

No major concerns were identified in the design qualification, installation,~

maintenance, or surveillance of the penetration seals. Also, no generic
penetration seal problems were identified. There were two minor weaknesses
identified. The penetrations in the control room cabinets were not tagged and
individual penetrations were not identified in the surveillance procedures.

Overall, the inspectors found that the areas reviewed were adequate and proper
attention has been given to fire barrier penetration seal programs. The
efforts that are on-going by BG&E to improve the penetration seal program are.

, seen as positive.

2.0 INSPECTION FINDINGS

2.1 Procurement Documentation

The inspectors reviewed BG&E's procurement process for fire barrier
penetration seal material. Included in this review were several completed
receipt inspections; they were compared to the packaging slips that were
included with the shipments of seal material. Also the seal. material
specifications and shelf-life were checked on the selected received material
documents.

i

|The inspector reviewed the installation, design, and procurement
specifications and receipt inspection documentation for the recently completed
Diesel' Generator Building. Bechtel, the architect / engineer and constructor of
the plant, subcontracted the installation of the fire barrier penetration
seals to Promatec of Cypress, Texas.

The inspector reviewed the Procurement Specification'(DG-69040), Design
Specification (SP-784), and Installation Specification (SP-754) which were
issued by Bechtel for the diesel generator building project. The
specifications were complete and requested adequate information from the
subcontractor.

Bechtel conducted material receipt inspections of penetration seal materials
that were received from Promatec. The inspectors reviewed the material
receiving reports completed by Bechtel and the supporting paperwork provided
by Promatec. One order did not pass the receipt inspection. _The material
inspected was Dow-Corning caulk.- The Bechtel inspector conducting the receipt
inspection, noted that the caulk was nearing its recommended shelf life, and
thus the material did not pass the receipt inspection and was returned to the
vendor. This action was considered conservative by the inspectors."
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The procuren.ent and receipt inspection process for the new diesel building
fire barrier penetration seal program was effective. The materials used were
traceable from receipt through installation.

2.2 Seal / Barrier Compatibility

The inspectors reviewed 35 seal and barrier ratings for compatibility.
Various penetration seals located in the 1A Diesel Generator Building and in
the Auxiliary Building were sampled. This compatibility was characterized by
BG&E's fire barrier rating drawings and the associated qualification fire
tests.

-

The fire barrier ratings for the walls and floor of the 1A Diesel Generator
Building were identified by the fire delineation plan. This plan was shown on
the following drawings for the indicated levels:

Dwg No 64-087-E, Rev 2, First Floor, El 45 ft - 6 inches '

Dwg No 64-088-E, Rev 1, Second floor, El 66 ft - 6 inches
Dwg No 64-088-E, Rev 1, Third Floor, El 80 ft - 6 inches

!

,

The fire barrier ratings for the walls and floors of the Auxiliary Building
were identified on the following barrier segment drawings:

r

Dwg No 6215SH0009, Rev 0, El 45 ft - 0 inches'

Dwg No 6215SH0008, Rev 0, El 45 ft - 0 inches
Dwg No 6215SH0042, Rev 0, El 45 ft - 0 inches
Dwg No 6215SH0004, Rev 0, El 45 ft - 0 inches

,

; Information on these drawings identified the fire rating for the barrier
associated with each of the penetrations that were inspected. The

; penetrations are identified in Section 2.5 of this report. The fire ratings
of the penetration seals and fire barriers reviewed were compatible.

In some cases, the fire rating of the penetrations exceeded the required fire
rating of the associated fire barrier, which was conservative and technically
acceptable.

2.3 Fire Endurance Tests and Deviations

The inspectors assessed eight fire test reports based upon their applicability
to the selected penetration seals. The assessment included the following:
fire test duration, maximum opening size, free area, seal orientation, seal
material, seal material thickness, and type of penetration.

.

The following test reports were reviewed by the inspectors and referenced by
BG&E as the qualifying fire tests for one or more of the penetration seals
observed in.the 1A Diesel Generator Building.

Test Report CTP 1025
Test Report CTP 1063
Test Report CTP 1165
Test Report CTP 1001A
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Also reviewed by the inspectors was the BG&E engineerin; report 0113-00092-01, !

Rev 1 and the associated fire tests. This report analy:ed the following fire ;

tests to qualify various limiting parameters used to characterize the typical |

penetration details for the original installation of pe etration seals in the
Auxiliary Building. ,

1

Test 03 5980-001 !

Test 03 5980-003
Test TS-TP-006-12-77 l

Test CTP 1001A |

The inspectors determined that the fire test reports we-e appropriate for the
qualification of the referenced fire barrier penetratic, seals and the i
engineering analysis was technically sound for qualifyi g the reviewed |

limiting detail parameters.

2.4 Training |

The inspectors reviewed BG&E's training of qualified BGkE and Promatec
personnel performing installation, inspection, and surseillance of fire |
barrier penetration seals. This review included traini g plans, procedures, -

and attendance records.

The inspectors reviewed the installation procedures an: training plans for l

Promaflex (Promaflex is the brand name for a Promatec penetration seal i

material). The inspectors determined that the training material provided the
necessary instruction for installation personnel to mee; the procedural
requirements for installing Promaflex. The fire protet: ion training- for BG&E
personnel was current including training for performing surveillances of
penetrations seals.

The training and qualifications of BG&E and Promatec pe-sonnel were adequate l
with no identified deviations from BG&E and contractor equirements.

2.5 Installed Barriers

The inspectors conducted walkdowns of the 1A Diesel Gererator Building and
Auxiliary Building and examined several different fire :arrier penetration
seals with different configurations.

The following penetrations passed through the floors, walls, and ceilings, and
they were randomly selected for inspection. The inspec: ors reviewed
information obtained from drawings, the BG&E penetratien seal database,
typical penetration seal details, and fire test reports.

lA Diesel Generator Building Auxiliary Building |
~

FE-208 WP/E-201 B040 C390 S008

FP-205 FP-204C091 C092 C186 5009

FP-206 FP-306C093 W014 T008 C046

FP-307 WP-2215004 B049 S]02 C047
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WV-210 WP-219C178 C179 C018 C048!

! WE-216 FE-211C180 C181 :184 T001
WE-101 WE-113C182 C183 C185 T002

| BG&E provided supporting documentation for installed penetration seals in the
i 1A Diesel Building, including the original installation inspection documents.

The installation inspection included a completed QC-3A.CC sheet, which was
signed by both Prematec and Bechtel QC personnel. The QC-3A.CC sheet requires
a material sample evaluation which included weight measurements and density
for the material used in the actual seal. In most cases, an as-installed seal

i

| depth wa's indicated on the sheet as well. Lot numbers were also recorded on l

! the sheet for material traceability. The inspector reviewed ten installation
inspection (QC-3A.CC) sheets and did not identify any problems. Material'

traceability was good. Materials could be traced from the receipt inspection i
to the actual application of the material in a seal.

In the control room, the inspectors observed that the penetrations and their
associated blockouts were not marked or identified. This observation was i

brought to the attention of the BG&E. The inspectors agreed with BG&E's |

| decision that marking each penetration behind the main cabinets was
| impractical. However, some form of identification would greatly facilitate

identifying individual penetrations. The absence of any identification on the
| control room penetration seals was considered by the inspectors as a minor

|

weakness in the BG&E penetration seal program that could affect correct i
identification of penetration seals during surveillance inspections, repair

'

work, or modifications. BG&E indicated to the inspectors that the addition of
identifications would be considered for the penetration behind the control
room cabinets.

l

Documentation for the newly installed seals was readily accessible. The
licensee supplied the inspectors with a guide which cross referenced the seals
to a specific engineering detail. The engineering detail then listed the
applicable fire test. The inspector reviewed the documentation for several
individual seals and was easily able to trace the seal number to the detail ;

! drawing and to the fire test.

Overall, the penetration seals observed were in good condition with the ;

exception of 2 deficiencies that had been identified by BG&E and labeled
'

j appropriately with a deficiency tag. The inspectors determined this area to :

| be adequate.
|

| 2.6 Quality Assurance / Quality Control

! The inspectors reviewed BG&E's and Promatec's quality assurance (QA) and
'

quality control (QC) programs, including QA/QC installation records, an
; external audit, and audit procedures.
;

The QA program for Promatec was reviewed by the NRC in late 1995 (Vendor
Inspection Report Number 95-01) ad no significant problems were identified.

BG&E relied on the Bechtel's QA and QC programs for penetration seal
installation and raintenance. BG&E's QA department was responsible for
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auditing vendors in order to assure that their QA/QC programs were acceptable.
The inspectors reviewed the Vendor Audit Procedure (QL-3-312), used for site
audits of vendors. . BG&E had not conducted an individual audit of Promatec,
but instead reviewed the latest audit conducted by the Nuclear Procurement
Issues Committee (NUPIC) at Promatec, and took credit for'it as their

-

triennial audit. The use of this external audit was adequate and met the
intent of the vendor audit procedure. No njor problems were identified in

|the audit. 1

The inspectors reviewed the QA/QC records from the latest installation of |

seals by Promatec in the new diesel generator building. The QC structure had
;

three-tiers for installation ~ of penetrations seais. Promatec QC reviews all |

Bechtel also has a QC program for seal |work done by Promatec employees.
installation. In addition, BG&E conducted spot QC checks on the installations |

while they were in progress. The inspectors reviewed both Bechtel and BG&E QC
!

reports of seal installations done by Promatec. All QC reviews were properly
.

documented with QC signatures from both Bechtel and Promatec. No inadequacies

were discovered by the inspectors.

The inspectors determined BG&E and Promatec had adequate QA/QC programs, and
no safety significant issues were identified in the implementation of the
program.

2.7 Surveillances

The inspectors reviewed the latest surveillance reports for (Mt 1, Unit 2,
and plant common areas.

BG&E conducted surveillances of their penetration seals in accordance with
their Technical Specifications. The inspector reviewed the penetration seal
surveillance procedure (STP-F-592-1) and the latest surveillance report
completed November 22, 1995. The surveillance procedure instructed the BG&E

Theinspector to examine the walls, floor, and ceiling of a given fire area.
BG&E inspector then rated them as satisfactory or unsatisfactory, based on the |

condition of the penetrations. The procedure did not provide for
identification of individual penetration seals. The inspectors considered
this to be a weakness. BG&E conducted a 100% inspection of Technical
Specification penetration seals due to not having a precise count of how manyAt the time of theTechnical Specification seals there were in the plant.

;

I

inspection, BG&E was revising the surveillances to include individual
identification of all the penetration seals. The inspectors considered this
revision as a positive.

{
Two Issue Reports (irs) were generated out of surveillances as a result oft ,

'

irs'0045866 and 5004090 identified the correctiveunsatisfactory seals.
i action as permanently sealing 2 penetrations with steel caps and repairing theI

grout on-another. .The inspectors followed up the work orders associated withi

L the irs and found that satisfactory corrective actions had been taken in a
j timely fashion.
] The inspectors noted that the seals contained in the new diesel generatorj building were not included in the surveillance procedure because they were not
j
:
i 6
' 1
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Technical Specification seals. There were no surveillance requirements for
any of these seals. Once accepted the new diesel generator building fire

;

barrier penetration seals will not be monitored for degradation on any set 1

i schedule. According to BG&E fire analysis the diesels were considered lost if i

! there was a fire in any fire zone within the diesel generator building. The !
I ' NRC has reviewed this position and found it acceptable (safety evaluation
| dated March 1, 1994).

The inspectors considered BG&E surveillances of fire barrier penetration seals
adequate.with one minor weakness in the failure of the surveillance procedure
to individually identify the fire barrier penetration seals.

3.0 EXIT MEETING

The exit meeting was conducted on February 15, 1996 by the NRC lead inspector
! prior to the team's departure from Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant (CCNPP).

The preliminary findings of the inspection team were discussed with various |

|
members of the BG&E staff at this meeting. The following were in attendance |

| at the exit meeting or contacted during the inspection. i

|

Craig Sly, BG&E Compliance
| Joe Doswell BG&E QA
! Cliff Sinapoli, BG&E Fire Protection Program Manager
| Ken Stout, Bechtel Quality Control
| Julie Wood, BG&E Fire Protection Design Engineer
! Scott Groesbeck, Vectra Fire Protection Engineer

James Stewart, NRC Senior Resident ;

Peter Katz, Plant Manager BG&E l

Charles Cruse, Vice President Nuclear BG&E i
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